
THE TEMPLE-LEGENDS OF THE ARKTEIA

J.D. Condis has just devoted a long and interesting study
to the cult of Artemis and Iphigenia at Brauron, touching on all
aspects but dealing chiefly with archaeological and historical
mattersi). He sees Artemis as manifold in function and varied in
being: protectress of the earth's fertility, of domesticated ani
mals, of children; goddess of the household arts of women, of
childbirth, of the hunt and the dance. She was a kindly goddess,
while her divine counterpart Iphigenia was demonic, a Chtho
nian who received the clothes of women who died while giving
birth, and who was charged with the protection of children of
such unlucky deliveries. The following remarks are intended to
supplement Condis', and concern the temple-Iegends associated
with the ritual known as the Arkteia 2). I should like first to
state what the Brauronian legends were, and while so doing
vindicate the Suda as an important source for them. Then I shall
examine two other facts: the Arkteia belongs to Munychia as
weIl as Brauron, and the myths associated with both sanctuaries
are strikingly similar. Then we shall see that we can combine the
two Brauronian legends into one, the result being virtually the
same as the Munychian tale. This will lead to the stimulating
possibility that the famous story of Iphigenia at Aulis began life
as an obscure Munychian temple-legend. But it remains only
one of several possibilities; for we are unable to determine
whether Iphigenia was localised at Brauron first or at Aulis
first, or even whether the Arkteia was celebrated at Brauron first
or at Munychia first.

Among the scholia to Aristophanes which have a bearing
on the story of Iphigenia, there is one in particular which has
not been adequately utilised: the Suda s. v. a(]UiO~ rj B(]av(]w-

I) J.D. Condis, "Artemis Brauronia", Archaiologikon Deltion 22
(1967) pp. 156-206. See also Paul element, "New Evidence for the Origin
of the Iphigenia Legend", L'Antiquiti classique 3 (1934) pp. 293-4°9; Henri
Gd:goire's Notice to his text and translation of Iphigenia in Tauris in the
Bude edition, Euripide, Tome IV (Paris 1959) pp. 85-1 I I; and Wilamowitz,
"Die heiden Elektra", Hermes 18 (1883) pp. 249-263.

2) Hesychius s. v. dexrsla' f} rwv dexTevo/l,$'Vw'V naeOel!w'V rsÄBT~.
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vlot!;; (these words with 1) for r; - are a direct quotation from
Aristophanes' l:ysistrata 64;). It is convement to break tros
notiee into three parts:

S. I. arpn:ev6pevm yvvaf~ee; Tfj ,AeTiptlit eOeT~V b:8J.ovv,
~I?O~())TOV 'tlprptwpivat, OVTe neeaßVTlOee; t' STWV OVTe sAunoVe; e,
MOpetAWa6pevat Oe6v.

S ' .\:'" ", -.\:' ß ' -.\:'. z. enelUTj ae"TOi;; ayew emrpotrwaa vt8rgt ev ev rq> UTjpq>
<PAaVtOWV' (sie MSS, sed in fonte Sudae <PtAmOwv cum Meursio
legendum est). ~al JjpeewOefaav a'iJT~v rofe; avOeWnOte; (J'/)vreoepov
yeviaOat, naeOevov Oe Twa avri'j, ~at aaeAyawova'Yje; rfje;
nmOla"'Yje; naeogvvOijvat n)v xat ~amgeaat rife; na(!Oivov.

oeyurOevrac; TOVe; aodepove; "ara"ovrlam 7:1]V a(!xrov.
S. 3. ~at Ota Toi57:o AotpWÖ'Yj voaov rore; 'AfJfjvalote; spneasrv.

xe'Yjar'Yj(!wt;optvote; Oe rore; ,AOTjvalote; ebce Avaw TWV xa~wv l!as-
aOm, el rfje; reAeVTrjCfua'Yje; a(!~TOV nowae; TlIe; eavrwv
naeOivove; avay~uaovCft. xal llJl'Yjept<l(J,'VTO oE pli n(!oreeOV
aVVOt~a;wOm aVO(!t na(!OiPov, el p~ &(!~revaete Oei[>.

In the Leyden MS (L) of the Lysistrata we have a different
schoHum:

L I. a(!"TOV ptpovpevm TO pvanll?wv tgeTÜovv. al &e~TeVO-

pevat (js Tif Oei[> "(!O"WTOV npepU3VVVVTO ~at avveTeAovv Ovalav
Beav(!wvlq. ,AeTi:pt6t ~at Tfj 1}!OVVVXlq., iJm).eyopevat naeObot ovr8
neWßVTe(!at Ösxa STWV OVTe EAaTTovc; nevre. tneTeAovv (je n)v Ov
alav al xoem t~petAUlaopevatn)v Oeov, lnet(j~ AtpeT> neetnmTw"aaw
oE'AOrjvatot, ae~TOV Jjpeeav aVn(!'Yj~6Tee; rfl Oee;..

L z. ol Oe Ta neel T~V ' Irptytvewv Ev Beavewvl epaaw, ov~ Ev
AVA{(k EiJepo(!lwV '"AyxiaAov Beavewva XeV17eWV ' Ieptyevelae;".
oo~ef os'Ayapipvwv arpayuJ.a(J.t TrjV' Irptyf:vetav SV Beavewvt, olm Ev
AVAI6t, ~al aeXTOV an'avn7e; ovx l!).arpov (joOfjvm. oOev pVa.rleWV
ayovatv aVTfj.

L 3. "AAAWe;. aeXTOe; TlC; eooOrj eie; TO Eeeov Tije; ,AeTSptoOe; xal
11peewOrj. nOTe 015'11 pla TlC; naeOevor; t'natge neoe; aiJT~v xal iJgV(]017 Jj
oVJtr; a'1nfjr;vno Tijr; ae~TOV. ~al AV:r€rjOele; () &(jeJ.rpae; avefl.e
n)v ä(!~TOV. Jj (je "AeTepte; 0eyta()efaa l~iAevae niiaav naeOevov
ptpfjaaaOat T~V aeXTOV neo TOV yapov, ~al neetinetV Ta leeav "120
XWTOV lpanov rpoeova(J.v, xal TOVTQ &e~TeveaOm eAtyero.

If L S were the only two scholia on this Une that we
possessed, we would conclude that we had two independent
witnesses to one andent commentary. Independent, because
only in the Suda does the story of the slain bear the
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locale, speak of a plague, and mention more than one brother ;
but the Suda omits most of what we read in L land all of L 2.

One andent commentary, because most of the information given
by the Suda is to be found in L, and the wording of S I is very
much the same as LI.

But Land S are not the only scholia we have. There is a
third source, the Ravennas MS, which gives us this:

R 1. a(!x-roe; ne; (joOe"iaa ele; -ro tS(!OV -rije; ,Ae-r8rU(joe; ijflS(!WOrj.
:reo';; oi'Jv fl{a ne; :rearßEVOe; l:reat~s :reeoe; av-r~v xal s~vaOrj ij i'hple; av-rije;
v:reo rije; ae;.c-rov. xal Av:rer;Osle; <5 a(js).rpoe; av-rije; ave"i).s T1]V a(!;.c-rov. ij
(je "Aeuflle; 0eYlaOe"iaa sxtAsvas :rea.aav :reaeObov fllfl1JaaaOat -r~v

a(!;.c-rov :reeo -rov y6pov, xal :reS(!lE:reSlY -ro tSeOv X(!oxw-rov tWinov rpo
(!ovaav, xal -rov-ro ae;.cuvsaOat sUys-ro.

R 2. Ot (je ;.cal ).OlflW(jrj voaov -role; ,AOrjVa{Ole; sfl:resaslv. xal <5

Osoe; slnsv AValY uvv ;.caxwv lasaOal, sav -rije; uAsv-rrjaaar;e; aeXTOV
nOlYae; aeXUVSlY Tae; eaviwv :reaeOivove; avayxaawGl. (jrj).WOEV-roe;
(je -rov X1217aflov -role; ,AOrjVa{Ole; s'ljJrjrp{aav-ro fl~ neOU(!OV avvol;.c{l;s
aOat clv(jel naeOEVOV, si fl~ aeXTsvaSlsv -rn Os0·

Bad the R scholium been discovered only recently, and
had the world long been familiar with the Land S traditions,
scholars would probably have drawn the obvious conclusion
that the scribe of R took half of his notice on Lysistrata 645 from
the L tradition (L 3 R I) and the other half from the S tra
dition (S 3 R 2); and little further attention would have been
paid to rum. But the Ravennas MS is the most important single
MS for the text of Aristophanes, and though no one nowadays
takes it very seriously as a source of scholia, it is more influential
than it ought to be. Gustav Stein, in 189 I, continued to rank it
as higher in authority than the Suda, and his edition of the
scholia to the L2'sistrata bas yet to be superseded3). Stein con
siders the archetype of the scholium to this line to have con
sisted of LI, L 2, L 3 R I, and R 2. Be feels that the notice
in the Suda derives from the LR tradition as reflected in L I,

L 3 = R land R 2:

3) Gustav Stein, Scholia in Aristophanis Lysistratam (Gättingen 1891)
pp. XXVIII-XXIX. It does not appear that my arguments are affected by
the important work of G. Zuntz, Die Aristophanes-Scholien der Papyri
(Brussels 1939) or the studies of W. W. Koster, who has a useful summary
article, "Aristophane dans la tradition Byzantine", REG LXXVI 1963, pp.
381-396.
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Harum partium (L I, L 2, L 3 = R I, R 2) in quarta nar
ratur, qua de causa irata Artemis Atheniensibus immiserit
pestilentiam, cuius in prima parte mentio fit (mutantur Atp,6t; et
Aotp,6t;, ut saepius fit); itaque duae hae partes coniunctae unam
componunt fabulam. A qua pars tertia differt in eo, quod aliter
narrat, quomodo ursa interfecta sit. Hanc varietatem sublatam
et has tres partes permixtas invenit Suidas, qui ex suo Aristo
phanis exemplari exscripsit haec. (p. XIV)

There are several difficulties with this theory. First, it im
plies that the Suda had no source independent of the ancestor
of Land R. Then where did it get the information that the bear
was killed sv 1Xp bljwp (/hl,atbwv? This phrase was not added
to the Suda by its compilers, for their (/)Aavtbwv is an obvious
misreading of (/)tAatbwv. It is not in the scholia to Land R. Yet
it is a piece ofinformation of the first importance, since Philaidae
is almost certainly the deme which included the Brauronian
sanctuary 4). Had the word "Brauron" appeared here in the
scholia, it would have carried much less weight, since it at least
might have been interpolated. But for a scribe to have inter
polated "Philaidae" is not credible: the phrase must go back to
the ancient source of the scholium5).

The Suda, or rather Stein's "Aristophanis exemplar", which
we may call E, here had access to material not in L or R. But
did it derive this material from Stein's hypothetical archetype 
call it LR - of Land R, which in turn derived it from the ancient
scholium? Or did E rely upon an independent tradition? Note
that if E does not descend from LR, we need to explain the
identity of R 2 and S 3 in some other way; and the obvious
explanation is that R copied from E. If so, we shall wonder
whether LR ever existed - and find reason to think that it
probably did not. We shall then be back with the view that I
proposed above, that Land S are independent witnesses to one

4) Schachermeyr, in Pauly-Wissowa, R.-E., s. v. Philaidai; to this
should be added Scholia Aves 872: (]>tÄa{(5at (Hemsterhuys: (]>tÄav,'Y/C;
MSS) snovo/-taCovat ,ijv "Aere/-ttv ,ijv Beavewviav.

5) The scholium to Aves 872 (above, note 4) says that the Philaidaeans
called Artemis Brauronia. Can we not argue that the Suda's compiler's or
their source inferred that the slaying of the bear took place in Philaidae? I do
not see how such an argument can be entirely refuted. But it in effect makes
a scribe or compiler into a scholiast, and an exceptionally active, alert and
retentive scholiast. Surely it is infinitely simpler to imagine that S or his
source was merely copying the scholium to Lys. 645, with the word Philai
dae in it.
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ancient commentary. But first, let us suppose that }; was copied
from LR, which we shall divide, following Stein, into four
parts: LR I = LI, LR 2. = L 2., LR 3 = L 3 = R I, LR 4 = R 2..

Then }; will have proceeded as follows. He abbreviated LR I
drastically. He left out LR 2. altogether. When he came to LR 3,
he suddenly decided that his source was inadequate. He - or
perhaps S, whose compilers are admittedly capable of rewriting
on occasion - reworded the beginning of LR 3 so as to give it
more colour. But, inexplicably, he added at least one more
brother to the maiden' s family. Then, tiring of LR 3, he dropped
it halfway through, turned to LR 4 and - as if conscience
stricken by his previous behaviour - he copied it almost word
for-word. Apart from the rewording of the beginning of LR 3,
these are very strange proceedings; but they are nothing com
pared to what L did a few centuries later. For L copied out all
of his source precisely, until he came to LR 4. At just that point
where S's ancestor in a fit of remorse began to copy word-for
word, L's conscience abandoned him altogether. He laid down
his pen, and simply left LR 4 out.

Surely such a history of the tradition is to be believed only
out of desperation. And that is not all. Stein observes - cor
rectly - that R 2. is the end of something (p. XIV). Even had it
not contained the phrase -rfj~ UAcVTrW6.(f'YJ~ aeu-rov notv6.~, which
assumes previous mention of the killing of a bear, it is still in
complete in itself. A plague comes - why? Apollo says that
maidens must honour Artemis with the Arkteia - why? But
Stein feels that the beginning of R 2. is given by LI. Actually
L I is complete in itself, if brief; R 2. does not so much end L I
as it expands it. But let that pass; a more serious question is why
the scribe of Stein's archetype of Land R broke up his story
deliberately and pointlessly by inserting L 2. and L 3. And why
did he assign R 2. to oi (je? Or is LR a phantom?

Now if L I needs no ending, S 2. needs one very badly, and
the natural conclusion is that R 2. = S 3 is just what it appears
to be in S, the ending of S 2.. R 2. = S 3 is at home in S; in R it is
specifically brought in as an alternative ending to R I. The
scribes of Rare unpredictable men, and it is hazardous to guess
at their reasoning at any point; but it would at least be sensible
of the scribe who wrote R I to be dissatisfied with it. In stories
of this sort it is very unusual for a goddess to become angry
over something and simply demand a ritual. The normal proce
dure is first for her to send plague or famine, then for an oracle
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or seer to be and onIy then for the of the god-
to become known through the god. That is how S 3 teIls

and that is why R might dedded to copy it from the an
cestor of S. And so LR proves to have been a phantom. And S
is vindicated as an independent witness.

The that the Ravennas MS had two sources in
one of its scholia may not welcome to students of these
scholia. It does not, for example, suit the stemma constructed

D. Mervyn Jones and Nigel Wilson6). But it does suit one
to wruch they have given some attention, the frequent

agreement of Rand the Suda over against most other MSS of
Aristophanes (p. XIX). In trus stemma, constructed for the
Knights, L T) belongs to a family y (none of whose other
members contain the Lysistrata), which is descended from the
archetype x separately from the ancestor Rand S; thus
(omitting MSS not containing Lysistrata):

source of Rand fons Sudae be the MS I called 1:.
Now on trus stemma, x will have had L I, L z, L 3 R I (aug-
mented, surely by the deme-name Philaidae) and R z = S 3; for
otherwise the virtual identity of L 3 and R I is inexplicable. And
trus gives us LR aIl over again, together with that history of the
tradition described above in wruch I simpIy cannot believe. To
remedy the difficuIty, we must suppose a line drawn R to y,
along wruch material descended wruch appears in one form in
Rand L (r) and quite differently in the Suda. By hypothesising
an affiliation between Rand y we are able to explain another
fact which would otherwise defy explanation: how it happens
that the deme-name, which must have been in x, appears in

6) D. Mervyn Jones and Nigel Wilson, Scholia Vetera in Aristophanis
Pars I, Fase. II of Scholia in Aristophanel1l (Groningen and Amster

dam, 1969), p. XXIV.
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neither L nor R. It was obviously mlssing from y. I do not intend
to suggest that R was actually a member of the y-family, only
that it drew upon y (or a related MS) from time to time?).

The problem of the relative superiority of y or S admlts of
only a tentative solution. S I gives a highly condensed version of
the information we find in LI; S omits L 2 entirely. To that
extent L is the better source. S seeks to give a consistent story;
not only does it omlt L 2, but it omits details found in L I which
conflict with S 2-3 and L 3 : in L I it is hunger which afflicts the
Athenians, in S 3 it is plague; in L I it is the Athenians who slay
the bear, in L 3 it is the maiden's brother, in S 2 it is her broth
ers. L I may show signs ofMunychian influence, for it attributes
the Arktda to Munychia as well as Brauron, and we shall see that
one of our sources for Munychian legend agrees with L I in
making the Athenians the killers of the bear. On the other hand
S 2 gives the name of the deme, which L 3 omlts; and S 3 is
much fuller than the end of L 3, which leaves out both the
plague and the oracles, though it does include abrief description
of the Arktda. Since plague and oracles are regular features of
such stories as this, and since these details, along with the name
Philaidae, are to be found in S but not in L, it is reasonable to
infer that to this extent S gives a more accurate picture of the
original scholium 8).

Stein asks himself what the source of the scholium itself
was, and deddes hesitantly for Apollodorus' Peri Theon. He
reasons that the scholium to Lys. 447 - a note on Tauropolon, the
epithet of Artemls at Halae Araphenides, near the Brauronian
sanctuary attributes its information to Apollodorus. Since

7) There is at least one other scholium virtually requiring us to derive
R from y. On Lys. 447 Rand L have virtually the same brief note. 8 is much
fuller, but it omits two facts preserved by both Rand L: the tide of Apollo
doms' book, and the name of Xenomedes. R and L therefore derive from
the same source; that source is independent of 8 and is either y or a near
relative. On the Jones-Wilson stemma there is no way that I can see to ex
plain why R is almost identical with Land so different from 8.

8) It is interesting that LI differs somewhat from L3 and 8 not only
in giving Atp,6r; for Aotp,6r; which might be scribal error - but in assigning
the killing of the bear to "the Athenians", rather than to the brother or
brothers of the maiden. If - as we infer from the deme-name - 82-3 and L3
give us the Brauronian temple-legend, it may weil be that LI has drawn
upon a Munychian myth. For LI does not localise its brief aition, except
to imply that it was told of either the Munychian or the Brauronian Arte
mis, if not both. And we shall see that one of our sources for Munychian
myth also names "the Athemans" as the killers.
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Apollodorus was therefore available to the scholiast, and since
he was used as a source of information for one Attic cult, will he
not have been used for another, for the Brauronian? And we
have independent evidence that Apollodorus knew of the sub
stitution, mentioned in L 2, of a bear for Iphigenia, which can
point only to Brauron (see Wilamowitz above, note I - p. 259)'
The argument is attractive if not conclusive; If we accept it,
Apollodorus will have recounted two myths, one including
Iphigenia (L 2), the other not (S 2-3, L 3). But in any case,
whoever gave us the narrative in S 2-3 and L 3 almost certainly
derived his story from the local mythology ofPhilaidae. For here
is a tale which suits Brauronian ritual very nicely. It cannot be
severed from the Arkteia; in its present form, at least, it must be
called aetiological with Nilsson, who rather carelessly refers to a
"nicht (sie) lokalisiertes Aition bei Suidas s. v. i'J.f!X7:ot (sie) und
Schol. Aristoph." 9) Even if the myth had not been localised by
the Suda, its certain connexion with the Arkteia would have
compelled us to give it a home at either Brauron or Munychia,
the only places, so far as we know, where the Arkteia was cele
brated. When, consequently, }; locates the story not at Brauron,
but in the correct township, we can feel sure that Philaidae is
where Es ultimate source heard the story toId. And so S 2-3
and L 3 give us the temple-legend of the Arkteia, which may be
broken down into the following sequence:

I. A bear comes to Brauron, is tamed, and - as the event
proved - becomes sacred to Artemis.

11. One day the bear is playing with a maiden, and scratches
her; for this her brother(s) kill it.

III. Plague falls upon the land.

IV. Apollo is consulted.

V. The god says that the Arkteia must be performed in
payment for the slain bear.

VI. And virgins thereafter have practised the Arkteia.

But this is only one of the temple-legends; we must now
examine the quite different story offered us by L 2:

9) M.P.Nilsson, Geschichte der Griechischen Religion P (Munich 1955)
p. 485 n 6.
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But others say that what happened to Iphlgenia happened
in Brauron, not in Aulis. Euphorion: "Sea-girt Brauron, ceno
taph ofIphigenia" . And it is thought that Agamemnon sacrificed
Iphigenia in Brauron, not in Aulis, and a bear was given in her
stead, not adeer. And that is why they perform a flv(Jr~elOV for
her.

The "her" at the end of this excerpt must refer to Iphlgenia,
although in L I the mystery-rite was said to have been per
formed for Artemis. What is more perplexing is that L 2 gives
us what appears to be an entirely different aetiology for the
Arkteia, the familiar myth of Iphlgenia, altered to suit Brauron
and its bear-maidens.

How authentie is the information given by L 2? Some of
it, though not of course the reference to Euphorion, may go
back to the Atthidographer Phanodemus, for we know from the
Et. Mag. s. v. Tauropolon that Phanodemus said that a bear was
substituted for Iphigenia10). Beyond that we can only argue
rather generally. Iphigenia was in fact honoured at Brauron,
and the Arkteia was in fact performed there. It does not seem
probable that a story whlch teIls of her career at Brauron, and
links that career to Brauronian ritual, was never told at Brau
ron, but was only told elsewhere.

The Arkteia at Brauron thus appears to have two local
aetiologies: a bear substitute for Iphlgenia (L 2), or a bear
slain for having scratched a young girl (S-L 3)' Such
astate of affairs is perhaps not troubling to us, since we do not
practice the Arkteia nor believe in Artemis. But it is a good deal
harder to imagine that devout Brauronians subscribed simul
taneously to two different accounts of the origin oftheir ritual11).
Yet if we try to detach one of the accounts from Brauron, we
encounter improbabilities. The account in the Suda has the stamp
of authentidty in the deme-name Philaidae. L 2 insists on its
Brauronian provenance by the fact that the differences between
it and the common Aulidian version the different locale, the
different animal substituted are just those whlch we would

10) Wilamowitz, Hermes 1883, p. 259, says that the substitution of the
bear and the Brauronian loeale of the saerifiee must go baek to Brauronian
legend, "and aetually we are able to point out the female bear in the Atthis,
in Phanodemus".

I I) Gregoire (above, note I) surmounts the diffieuIty by simply ignor
ing the relevanee of the Aristophanes-seholium (exeept L2) to Brauron.

18 Rhein. Mus. f. Philol. II8/3-4
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expect Brauronians and no one else to have fathered. (I do not
imply that the story of Iphigenia at Brauron was Iater than the
version which put her at Aulis. or the Brauroman
Ioeale and the bear-substitute fit the facts at Brauron there
fore argue for Brauronian authorship of this version.) The tale
told by Sand L ; is specifically related to the Arkteia and has
no meaning apart from it. Similarly, L 1. conneets Iphigenia and
the substitution of the bear with the Arkteia.

Ought we then to that one of the aetiologies is older
than the other? Suppose tale is older than L 20'S. That would
mean that at a fairly late date Iphigenia suddenly grew in im
portance, so that the Arkteia, which had assodated solely
with Artemis, had now to be associated with Iphigenia as
weIl l :!). Now it is true that near the end of the fifth eentury the
lphigenia in Tauris appeared and Iphigenia a prominent
role at Brauron. The might signaHsed or indeed
instituted - an elevation Iphigenia. But Euripides places the
sacrifice of Iphigenia at AuHs, which hardly encourages the
opinion that through the lphigenia in Tauris men were motivated
to place the sacrifice at Brauron. And in any ease a sudden in
crease in prominenee of Iphigenia at Artemil expense is not
probable. Iphigenia was onee, very probably, an independent
goddess. By the fifth eentury she was the demonic eompanion
of the goddess, with a fixed, if secondary role. Most of
Greeee her as the daughter ofAgamemnon. Are these the
drcumstances under which she will have wrested authority
from her divine benefactress ? Consider now the alternative, that
L 20'S version is older than S's. In that case Iphigenia diminished

importanee, and the was away from her and
given to Artemis. suits the trend, in Greek reHgion,
for Artemis to assurne more more of the power of her sub-
ordinates, especially during the fifth century and after. But

the popularity of the lphigenia in proves a stulm!Jli11g-
block. For whatever the play may say about

12.) This is in elfect the opinion of Clement (above, note I), p. 4°1. He
notes that the Arkteia will now be "considered a rite not for Artemis but
for Iphigenia". This is to be one of several "obvious attempts to
reconcile the legend epic Iphigenia with a cult ritual which it was feIt
she had originated by the tragic circumstances of her death". This is to me
obscure: it seems to mean that the Arkteia was transferred to Iphigenia as

of an elfort to reconcile common legend with an Arkteia which was
associated with Iphigenia. Or does "feit" mean "now said"?
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sacrifice. it does give Iphlgenia an important role at Brauron,
to receive the c10thes of women who had died in childbirth (IT
1464-7). And do we wish to hold that Phanodemus the Atthido
grapher in substitution fm: Iphigenia if the
Philaidaeans in his time had ceased to believe it? And did
Euphorion. a century 1earn about the sacrifice of Iphigenia
at Brauron, if not from temple-legend? These queries could
be answered by assuming some non-Brauronian source for
Phanodemus and Euphorion which we no longer ; we
should make thls assumption, if we any good teason to re-
gard L 2'S version as oldet than But we do not. We are
seemingly confronted, therefore, with two contemporaneous
Btauronian aitia for the Arkteia.

Before we go any further into the situation at Brauron, it
will ptove helpful to look at the very similar ritual and myth at
Munychia. Our L 1, in fact, assodates the Arktda with both

They used to the mystery-rite by imitating a beat.
And those carrying out the Arktda to the goddess were dressed
in saffron and offered the sacrifice to the Brauronian Artemis,
and to Munychian, virgins selected when they were not
older ten years nor than five. And the maidens carded
out in to appease the goddess, since the Athe-
nians had become subject to famine (jimos) for having slain a
tame bear sacred to goddess 13).

There is independent evidence the rite belongs to
Munychia. Harpocration has, under entry arkteusai:

Lysias, in the on behalf the daughter of Phryni-
chus, if it is genuine, uses the word to mean that maidens before
marriage dedicated themselves to Munychlan or to
the Brauronian. And things corroborating the above are said
by others, among Craterus in the Psephismafa. And that
maidens who perform the Arktda are called "bears" is mention
ed by Euripides in the Hypsipy/e and by Aristophanes in the
Lcmnians and the Lysistrata.

In the light of LI and other testimony which we have yet
to see, phrase "to the Munychian or to the Brauronian Arte-

13) The last words in the scholium are liQxTOV iJ,tieav Tfi
Off/.. I have avoided the rendering, "having slain - Le., - a tame
bear to the güddess", since it suits neither the Brauronian legend which
we have seen nor the which we are to see; but I know of no

parallel to ijpiQav in the sense, "made tame für the goddess".
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mis" should not be taken to express hesitation14). Some
were dedicated to the Munychian, others to the Brauronian
goddess: maidens might be dedicated to one or the other.

To the at Munychia was attached this story:
A certain Embaros played a subtle trick in a prayer. For he

set up the sanctuary ofMunychian Artemis. And a bear appeared
in it, and was slain by the Athenians, and so a e arose.
For this the god procIaimed release if someone sh
his daughter to Artemis. And Embarus (or Barus) promised
that he would do this on that his family should have
the priesthood for life [1. e., in perpetuity]. Decking out his
daughter, he hid her in the inner recess, and adorning a goat in
cIothing, it as if it were his daughter. For which
passed into a proverb: "You are an Embarus", that is,
wise. (Pausanias Lexicon, in Eustathius lliad 2.273)

The same account, with variants, is in Zenobius
Pausanias and Zenobius had a common source,
whom Crusius identifies Demon16). Whoever the source
was, he no doubt gives us local tradition. For Munychia
is areal place, Munychian areal cult with real priests. If

priests did not trace their descent to Embarus, why on
earth would anyone, see' to explain the proverb "You are 
or I am - an Embarus", wi all the worId to choose from, have
turned to the priesthood of Munychia foisted upon
them a ancestor? he could be so readily contra-
dieted? But if the priests did trace their descent to Embarus, is it
credible that this legend of a local figure, a cIosely tied to
local cult practices, was the property of ? It is possible
that the rudiments of the narrative came from elsewhere, but

must have been taken up and made into the story ofEmbarus

14) As does Deubner, Attische Feste 2ed (Hildesheim 1966),
205-6. When Deubner says, "Harpocration bezeichnet als Quelle für
angeführten Brauch die "Pr;rp{af!u,u des Krateros und 'andere' Auto

ren", one suspects that he cannot have had the full text before him: Har
pocration gives Lysias or pseudo-Lysias - as his chief authority.

15) See Edouard Miller, de Littirature (Paris 1868),
p. 350. Stein's stemma, which he attributes to is simply im-
possible: the Suda got its account from Pausanias Lex. or a very similar
source not as in Stein from Zenobius; and Bekker I 444 cannot
come from Pausanias or even the common source of 'Pausanias and Zeno-
bius below).

16) Otto Crusius, Analeeta ad Paroemiographos 188,),
p. 146 (reprinted in Corpus Paroemiographorum
[Hildesheim 1961]).
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by the loeal priests. The tale is therefore a temple-legend. And it
appears in another souree, one that does not derive from Pau
sanias or Zenobius, from whom it is too different ;
or indeed from any paroemiograpbie souree at a11, since it omits
the proverb. It is rather a combination of a copy of the pas:sag;e
in Harpoeration quoted above, and a faltering but nonetheless
independent witness to the Munyebian temple-legend:

Lysias says tbat maidens to dedicate themselves to Arte-
mis before marriage is ca11ed arkteuein ..• And elsewhere
teusai is used of dedicating oneself as a bear and to
Artemis. And it was ca11ed this because a bear appeared onee,
as the story goes, in Peiraeus, and maltreated many people, then
was killed by certain young men. And a plague arose, and the
god told them in an orade to honour Artemis and saerifice a
maiden for the bear. Then, as the were about to
carry out orade, a eertain man among them did not it,
saying that himself would perform the sacrifice. So, a
goat and naming it bis daughter, he sacrifieed it in secret.
the suffering ceased. Then, when the citizens were mistrustful,
the man said to ask the god. And when the god said that the
man who said he would was to continue to do so in
future, man revealed what bad happened in seeret. from
this event maidens would not hesitate to before mar
riage, eonsidering that they were acquitting tbemselves for what
happened in connexion with the beast 17).

The one important point at wbich tbis account differs from
the paroemiac tradition is attributing the Arkteia to Muny-
cbia and thereby making story of the slain bear an aetiology.
Deubner therefore eonduded that it was contaminated from the
Brauronian legend; but Nilsson pointed out that the story of
Embarus even as found in the paroemiacs must have in
tended to explain the Arkteia l 8). Embarus dressed up (l5tu",oa
/keEv) bis daughter and bid her in the m!yton: what can this mean
except tbat he adorned as a bear and that she beeame the first

17) I. Bekker, Anecdota Gf'aeca I (Berlin 1814),444. The Greek text is
difficult.at two points. The penultimate sentence begins ;;ov oe av emOvl:a
Ovaat xat ;;0 AOl.."tOV ov;;wr;; 1Wtelv qn]aavl:o;;; the subject ;;ov Oeov must be
supplied awkwardly, and the av is out of place (unless rov 08 av eln:6vTa

oan;; av The end of the last sentence reads w;;n:ee arpoatQvf.levat
ni ;;ijr;; Or;elar;;. object of the verb ought to an oath taken or even
an orade not the events which gave the orade and oath.

Deub:ner (above, note 14) pp. Nilsson note 9),
p. 475 n
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arktos ?19) Bekker I 444 is shaky in its details, and perhaps
corrupt at one or two points, but that does not invalidate it as
independent testimony for the Munycbian legend.

To summarize that legend:
1. In a sanctuary of Artemis there appears a bear - a sacred

animal, as the event proved (Pausanias and Bekker I 444).
H. The bear harms many people and is killed by certain

young men (Bekker I 444) or by the Athenians (Pausanias and
LI).

III. Disaster falls upon the land (plague in all Embarus ac
counts; famine in LI).

IV. Apollo is consuIted (through a priest or Pythia, natu
rally-all accounts).

V. The god says that a maiden must be sacrificed to Arte
mis by her father (all accounts, except that Demon does not
spedfya maiden).

VI. The father consents, and appears to perform the sacri
fice (all accounts).

VII. But instead he sacrifices a goat (all accounts).
VIII. The daughter becomes a priestess of Artemis. (This is

not certain, but strongly suggested by the fact that Embarus'
daughter must have been the first arktos-maiden, and that bis
family is to have the priesthood in perpetuity, according to the
paroemiacs.)

IX. And virgins thereafter perform the Arkteia (Bekker I
444)·

The details of this story are almost entirely familiar to us
from Brauronian myth. The coming of the sacred bear (I), its
doing harm and its being killed by certain young men (II), the
plague's falling on the land (HI), the consultation ofApollo (IV),
the institution ofthe Arkteia (IX) all these features are predsely
the same in the S version. (I, II, and IX are in L 3as weIl.) On the
other hand, there are parallels between the Embarus story and L 2.

Apollo says that a maiden must be sacrificed to Artemis by her
father: tbis is detail V above, and it must also have been told at
Brauron of Iphigenia and Agamemnon, since L 2 says that ra
:rr;set 'it]V 'IqJlyivslav known to us from Aulis were also told at

19) A goat? If so, why on earth would he have hidden her in the
adyton? The "logic" of a story in which the daughter is dressed in goat-skin
would seem to call for Embarus' pointing to his goat and saying, "This is
my daughter", then pointing to his daughter and saying, "This is my goat".
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Brauron. (At Aulis, Calchas the priest of Apollo was consulted
and reported that Artemis demanded the sacrifice of a daughter,
according to the Cypria, and to Aeschylus Agamemnon 126-36,
198-201, etc.). And L 2 says in so many words that Agamemnon
sacrificed Iphigenia at Brauron; change the names, and we have
detail VI of the Embarus story, except that Embarus - the pro
verbial clever man - knows that he is not sacrificing his daughter,
while Agamemnon thinks that he iso L 2 says that a bear was
given instead ofIphigenia; detail VII above says that a goat was
given instead of Embarus' daughter. Now it is a curious fact
that a goat really was sacrificed at Brauron (Hesychius s. v.
Brauroniois). It is quite like1y that this goat was dressed as a bear
as were the arktoi maidens - in order that the worshippers might
be able to sacrifice a "bear" without going to the expense and
trouble of capturing and slaughtering areal bear. On this con
jecture, the "bear" sacrifice will be reflected in the myth of the
substitution of the bear for Iphigenia. Even if we are sceptical
about such a conjecture, we are entitled to claim that Munychian
myth parallels Brauronian rite. The last two points of compari
son are pretty straightforward. Detail VIII above says that the
daughter becomes a priestess of Artemis; and Iphigenia became
priestess of Artemis at Brauron (Euripides IT 1463) - after a
period of service as Artemis' priestess among the Taurians.
Finally, detail IX above makes the Embarus story the aition for
the Arktda; and L 2 does the same for the story of Agamemnon
and Iphigenia.

We are therefore confronted with the astonishing facts that
details I through IV and detail IX of the Munychian temple
legend of the Arkteia are identical with details of the Brauronian
temple-legend of theArkteia as given by S (mostly supported by
L 3), while details V through IX of the Munychian legend are
close1y paralle1ed by the other Brauronian story implied or told
by L 2. The Arktda itself appears to have been the same ritual,
a bear-maiden mystery-rite, at both places (so we are left to infer
from L 1 and from Harpocration). And at both places we have
reason to think that the ritual included the sacrifice of a goat:
Hesychius says as much for Brauron, while the story that
Embarus sacrificed a goat instead of his daughter certainly looks
like the explanation of a ritual fact at Munychia. It is almost
certain, therefore, that the Arktda began at one of the two Attic
localities and spread to the other. And as it spread, it must have
carried its aition or aitia with it. Either the Agamemnon-Iphi-
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genia story (L 2) and the slaying of the tarne bear (S-L ,) were
brought from Brauron to Munychia and combined into the
Embarus legend, 01' the Embarus legend came from Munychia to
Brauron and was reshaped into two aitia.

So far we have walked on ground that is pretty secure.
What follows is more conjectura1. We argued above that the
presence of two apparently contemporaneous aitia at Brauron,
though possible, is embarassing (p. 27')' It does not make
matters any easier to speak, as I have just spoken, of two aitia
going with the Arkteia from Brauron to Munychia and being
combined, or of one aition going from Munychia to Brauron
and breaking into two. Now it is a cudous fact that the two
Brauronian aitia can be combined into a single and that the
result is startlingly similar to the Embarus story. is how
that combination looks, using the same Roman numerals as were
used for the corresponding details in the Embarus story (and
keeping in mind that L 2 says "what happened at Aulis was
said to have happened at Brauron", with the exceptions noted
by L 2 itself, so that it is reasonable to borrow cautiously from
the standard Aulidian accounts in making this Brauronian re
construction) :

1. In the sanctuary ofArtemis at Brauron there lives a sacred
bear (So Sand L . At Aulis the animal is a deer which, according
to Sophoc1es' 556-7, inhabits a sacred grove).

H. One day bear is pla . a maideltl,
for this her brother(5) . (S and L ,. In and

the versions from it the is killed by Agamemnon.)
III. Disaster falls upon the land. (Plague in S; famine in

Aeschylus' AuUdian version, Agatl1emnon 188, 194 [and in L I,

which may however dedve it from MunychiaJ, though for
Aeschylus and the other Aulidian sources the chief disaster is
aploia.)

IV. Apollo 1S consulted. (S. AuUs, the god is consulted
through his priest Calchas.)

V. The god says that a maiden, Iphigenia, must be sacrificed
toArtemis by her father. (Not in S,a surpdsing omission which
weakens the hypothesis that Sand L 2 have same single
original- but see below. L 2 spedfies Agamemnon as the man
who makes the sacrifice in Brauron, and allows us to think that
he was Iphigenia's father; but Euphorion and others madeThe-
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seus the true father, Agamemnon the adoptive father and sacri
ficer; see Et. Mag. s. v. Iphis)

VI. The father consents, and appears to perform the sacri
fice. (L 2. and all the Aulidian accounts.)

VII. But in the sacrifices animal death
precipitated the disaster, another (The bear-sacrifice is
given by Phanodemus, Et. Mag. s. v. Tauropolon, and by L 2.; at
Aulis it is a deer which is substituted, just as it was a deer whose
death began it an. Again, the reader should remember in the
actual rite, a goat was probably the anima!.)

VIII. daughter, Iphigenia, a virgin priestess
of Artemis (Euripides Ipbigenia in Tauris 1463 and passim: first
among Taurians, at Brauron) and a goddess (in the Au
lidian accounts; that she was an independent divine being at
Brauron has long been known: cf. Condis passim. Euphorion's
"cenotaph ofIphigenia", cited by L 2., also points to apotheo
sis).

IX. And virgins thereafter have performed Arkteia
(S, L 3, and L 2.).

On the basis oE such a myth we should naturaily associate the
Arkteia with botb Iphigenia and Artemis (see above, The
excerpts in L 2. and S 2.-3 will each be misleading on point,
simply because each will be an excerpt, one dealing with Artemis
and the other with Iphigenia.

This tale, if it existed, must have been recounted in two
different ways in antiquity. Euphorion's version, for is
probably the one summarised in L 2.: "Euphorion: 'Brauron
near the sea, cenotaph of Iphigenia'. And Agamemnon is
thought to have sacrificedIphigeniainBrauron, not inAulis, and
a bear, not adeer, to have been given in her place." 29) But
someone else, believing more prosaically that Iphigema had. been
sacrificed at Aulis, reported only what seemed to him credible:
the killing the sacred bear, the plague, the Arkteia. We are
faced with two aitia again, but with a vital difference: they come
from two 01' more distinct sourees, not one: and none the
sources is known to have among the faithful at Brauron.

zo) Wilamowitz gives a fuH discussion ofEuphorion's version (above,
note I), 2.58-60. An earlier likely source of Lz is Phanodemus (above,
P·2.73)·
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Both versions found their way into the ancient commentary,
probably through the intermediary ofApollodorus. We therefore
have the following stemma for the roots of our scholium:

Brauronian temple-legend Munychian temple-legend

/ ~~I
Source of S 2-3, L; Euphorion et al. Source of LI
(omits IphigeiUa) (include Iphigenia)

, "'" '/
.A:pollodorus

J
Original Scholium to .l:ys. 645

The original scholium will looked much like L 1-2 together with
S 2-3, with the same indications of differing versions that we see
in L.

That a temple-legend should have been reported in two
different ways is not improbable; that these two ways should
complement each other so neatly may be less credible. The
closeness, however, of this construction to the Munychian
Embarus story is very striking: take away the names of father
and daughter, remove the apotheosis, and there is virtually no
difference. Indeed, the sceptical reader is invited to explain just
how else to account for the similarities between the familiar
Aulidian tale oE Iphigenia and the story of Embarus: the disaster,
the consultation of Apollo, the father being told to sacrifice his
daughter to Artemis, the father's consent, the animal substitute,
the daughter becoming priestess of Artemis 21). Can we call this
coincidence? With Brauron as the link between Aulis and
Munychia staring us in the face? Even one of the weaknesses oE
the Brauronian reconstruction, the unexpected disappearance
oE the brothers from the story and the introduction of the father,
has its parallel in the Munychian version: certain young men,
or "the Athenians", kill the bears, but the father must sacrifice,
or appears to sacrifice, his daughter. (Certain other problems -

2I) element (above, note r), p. 408, sees some of the likenesses between
the Aulidian legend and "the story derived from the arkteia" - some, for
he overlooks the fact that in both cases a father makes the sacrifice. But he
fails to distinguish Brauronian from Munychian legend.
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Iphigenia's sojourn among the Taurians, her culmination as
both priestess and divinity - are inherent in the Iphigenia saga
and say nothing against the reconstruction.) And there are two
other advantages to be gained from accepting it. First, it specifies
a reason why Iphigeniawas sacrificed. The myth-makers through
out the history of the saga were much vexed by this question.
Was she killed because of a vow made by Agamemnon, because
a sacred animal was slain, because Calchas said that Artemis was
angry, because of an omen, or what? L 2 says nothing definite,
only that what happened at Aulis was thought by some to have
happened at Brauron. Still, from this we might easily have
guessed that the reason for Iphigenia' s sacrifice at Brauron was
what it was in one familiar Aulidian version the killing of a
sacred anima!. And at Brauron, that animal will of course have
been a bear. But with our reconstruction, we need not guess,
for it specifies that a slain bear was the reason for the sacrifice.
Second, some scholars hold that the story of Iphigenia was trans
planted from Brauron to Aulis 22). We have seen that the myths
at Brauron and Munychia are unquestionably related, and that
almost certainly the relationship is that of parent to offspring,
though we did not decide which locale was the parent. Now if
Brauron got the idea of a father apparently sacrificing his
daughter from Aulis, it is overwhelmingly probable that
Brauron, in turn, gave the idea to Munychia. And if it did, it is
certainly easier to imagine that one aition accompanied the
Arkteia and was adapted to suit local circumstances at Munychia,
than that two aitia took the journey and were combined and
edited by the Munychian priesthood.

Suppose, on the other hand, that Brauron did not get its
mythology from Aulis 23). Suppose that Aulis was the recipient,

22) Gregoire (above, note I), p. 91, believes that the entire Brauronian
myth was an adaptation with modifieations of the story in the Cypria (he
does not realize that S2, S3 RI and L3 give us Brauronian legend). The
Brauronians will have said, "eorreeting" the common aeeount, that The
seus was really Iphigenia's father, that she was given to Clytaemnestra and
Agamemnon, and Agamemnon saerifieed her at Brauron. element (above,
note I) agrees that all of Brauron's Iphigenia legend comes from or is in
vented in reaetion to Aulis' (p. 401).

23) In \Vilamowitz' view there was an old independent Attic-Diacrian
legend of Iphigenia, in which Theseus was her father; the bringing in of
Agamemnon is the result of contaminations (\Vilamowitz [above, note I]
pp. 258, 259-60, 261-3). Unfortunately \Vilamowitz does not state who he
thinks is the man who saerifieed Iphigenia in the early Attie version, though
it ean hardly have been Agamemnon.
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and Munychia the donor via Brauron. Then Embarus' story, but
not his name, will have travelled with the Arkteia to Brauron.
There it will have adjusted to local conditions by putting Iphi
genia into the role of the potential sacrificial victim and the first
priestess, and by making the father who sacrifices his daughter
into either Theseus or Agamemnon. Again, the probable result
will be a single Brauronian aition. (The Munychian story tllight
have split into two but why?) And this aition will have
journeyed thence to Aulis, become attached to the Iphigenia
cult there, and been taken up by the Cypria - if indeed, it was not
the author of the Cypria who was the first to locate the sacrifice
at Aulis, thus combining the Brauronian daughter-sacrifice
motif with the events at Aulis as given in lliad 2.

But if we feel that it is safer, after all, to reject the above
reconstruction, and to preserve two aitia for Brauron, we are
still obliged to do justice to the mythic similarities. And this is
no easy task. Suppose we conjecture that Brauron got one
story - the sacrifice ofIphigenia - from Aulis, and the other - the
slain-bear version of L 3 and S - from Munychia. Then how do
we account for the resemblances stressed above (p. 282) between
Embarus and Agamemnon at Aulis? Suppose instead that
Brauron got the story of Iphigenia from Aulis and gave it,
mutatis mutandis, to Munychia. Why were there two Brauronian
aitia, one of which (S-L 3) must have had the slain bear, the
other of which (L 2) very weH might have (on the theory that it
got from Aulis the motif of the slain sacred animal)? But I do
not wish to insist on the truth of my reconstruction, only to
record my inability to find a better solution. Note that if the re
construction is accepted, it by no means follows that the origin
of the Iphigenia legend must be sought in the obscure annals of
Munychian cult, interesting as that possibility iso The movement
can still have been from Aulis to Brauron to Munychia, with
Iphigenia herself never reaching Munychia for reasons not
vouchsafed uso Or Brauron's myth might have been the parent
of the myths at both the other locales - non liquet.
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